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Digital Count up Countdown Timer Rotating Loud Alarm and Memory Function for Exam Lab 

Exercise Study 

This Rotating Mute Count up Countdown Timer has simple robot design with knob and reset 

buttons. This Rotating Mute Count up Countdown Timer can be both a count-up timer and 

count down timer, Maximum to 99 minutes and 59 Seconds. Simply turn the knob to set the 

timer, rotate it clockwise to increase the value and rotate it counterclockwise to decrease the 

value. And rotate it slowly to increase or decrease the it by 10 seconds, and rotate it fast to 

increase or decrease by 1 minute. Push the knob to start/stop the timing. There are 3 Pre-set 

Time: 5, 20 and 30 mins in memory. And you can also reset them as your need. This Rotating 

Mute Count up Countdown Timer has loud ring ensures you can hear this kitchen cooking 

timer’s alarm in another room. Rotating Mute Count up Countdown Timer can also be set in 

the mute mode just flashes red light after finishing timing to remind you without noise. 
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SKU: 0201110210-01 

Highlights: 

Count down/up timing: 1 second to 99 minutes and 50 

seconds 

3 groups memory time 

Mute/alarm 

Automatic standby: non-working for 30s, automatic 

standby, one key activation 

Battery: 2 AAA batteries required 

Dimensions: 7cm*6cm*3.5cm/ 2.87" * 2.8" * 1.45" 
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SKU: 0201110210-02 
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Three Channels Count up Countdown Timer Large Display Triple Timer Loud Volume Alarm and 

Flashing Light with Magnetic Back Stand for Exam Lab Exercise Study 

Highlights: 

Time up to 99H59M59S 

LCD display with Screen protector 

Memory functions 

Magnet, kickstand and hanging hook 

AAA (2) batteries  

Dimension: 13.5 * 8.5 * 3cm/3.8 * 3.2 * 0.8in 

Three Channels Count up Countdown Timer can display and counted up & down timing three 

events simultaneously. Three Channels Count up Countdown Timer can also act as a 

stopwatch and time up to 99 Hours, 59 Minutes and 59 Seconds. You can easily set three 

different times at the same time, three events easy to exchange by press T1 or T2 or T3. After 

count down, it will start to count up and flash red light immediately. When it starts to count 

up, it will flash red light for just 1 minutes. This Three Channels Count up Countdown Timer 

with screen protector and high contrast large display provides a clearer bold number, which 

make it easier to read. Meanwhile Press "CLEAR" to set to ZERO, and then start timing! Simple 

and easy button design. Easy to adjust alarm volume by Switching (HIGH/ LOW/ MUTE) basing 

on your requirement. Loud Alarm Sound+Red Light Flashing Mode to ensure that nothing will 

be forgotten; Mute+Red Light Flashing Mode to ensure that it will not disturb others. It 

restores the last countdown time after timing completed. You can also long press the "M" 

button to set a re-use time you need as a memory time, then just press the "M" button will 

bring up memory time automatically. Three Channels Count up Countdown Timer has strong 

magnetic back, retractable stand and hanging hole, it is convenient to place in three ways. 
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Cycle Count up Countdown Timer can be both a Count up timer and cycle count down timer 

Large LCD screen for timer digits display, simple to read the time and bold numbers 

effortlessly. This Cycle Count up Countdown Timer is easy to use with Digits Directly Input. If 

you want to quickly setup the timer for 1 hour 60 minutes and 55 seconds, press the digits 

number button "16055". And the Cycle Count up Countdown Timer keeps record the last set 

time as the memory time. Easy to adjust alarm Volume by Switching (HIGH/ LOW/ MUTE) 

basing on your requirement. It flashes red light on the timer after finishing timing to remind 

you without noise. 

 

Highlights: 

ON/OFF Button: Save the battery life 

Loud Sound Alarm/Flash light: Easy to get 

Large Screen and Big Digits: Easy to Read 

Digit Key: Easy to Set, Easy to Use 

LCD display size: 8.0*3.2cm 

Dimension: 8.8*6.8*1.8cm 

magnetic back, retractable stand, lanyard  

AAA(2) batteries 

https://www.edusupports.com/ sales@edusupports.com

Cycle Count up Countdown Timer Digits Directly Input Loud Alarm Flash Light Strong Magnetic 

Back Stand for Exam Lab Exercise Study 

Models and specifications 

SKU Count up and Countdown 

0201110210-03 Both maximum to 9 hours 99 minutes 99 seconds 

0201110210-04 Both maximum to 99 minutes 99 seconds 
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Digital Days Countdown Timer Clock 9999 Days Count Down Timer with Stand Strong Magnetic 

Back for Exam Lab Exercise Study 

Highlights: 

Up to 9999 days, 23 hours, 59 minutes and 59 

seconds 

Press the SET button to switch between day 

countdown timer and clock 12/24 hours systems, key 

lock function, easy to use. 

Just enter current and target date (No need to 

manually count the number of days in the calendar). 

Check and reset dates anytime. Most recent data is 

always saved in memory. Two ways to place it. It has 

a back stand and 3 inset strong magnets at the back 

to stick on metal surface. 

Battery: CR2032 button battery 

Dimensions: 10.2cm*7.3cm*1.1cm/ 4.0*2.9*0.4in 

Package Includes:1* Digital Countdown timer +1* 

 

SKU: 0201110210-05 

Chess Clock Chess Timer Digital Watch Count Up Down Timer Board Game Stopwatch 

Competition Hour Meter 

This digital chess clock has four functions, Basic, Bonus, Delay and Positive Time Features. It 

can meet the timing functions required for most two-player board games, and four different 

timing functions add a lot of fun to the game. There is also a most special function, that is, 

you can return to the initial setting timing rules with one key, avoiding the trouble of restarting 

or pressing it several times. 
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Highlights: 

Proper for Chinese Chess, International Chess and I-GO 

It is a presettable count up / -countdown timer 

With alarm when the is over, you can open or close the 

alarm 

You can set up two different base for time on both sides 

It will store the last setting when it power on 

Easy to operate  

ABS material made, Lightweighted and Pocketed, easy 

to carry 

Dimensions: 14cm/5.51"×8.8cm/3.46"×4.5cm/1.77" 

Powered by 2 × AAA 

Color: black, yellow 

Package included: 

1 × Chess Clock 

Models and specifications 

SKU Color 

0201110210-06 black 

0201110210-07 yellow 
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